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Human cognition is noteworthy in its ability to deal
with changes in environments and behavioral goals with
apparent ease and flexibility. This ability can be seen in
situations that demand sequential performance of two or
more tasks, each of which may place very different de-
mands on the perceptual, cognitive, and response sys-
tems. Selection and performance of a single task in the
face of competing behavioral possibilities is thought to
involve a combinationof executive control and automatic
processes (Logan, 1985; Norman & Shallice, 1986; Pos-
ner & Snyder, 1975). There has been a recent flurry of in-
terest in studying these processes with the use of the task
switching paradigm (Jersild, 1927).

Task Switching
The task switching paradigm involves simple tasks in-

terleaved. Performance of these tasks is disrupted when
a switch from one task to another is required. This dis-
ruption is evident when the performance of a given task
A on a trial that follows the performance of a different
task B is contrasted with the performance of task A when

it follows another trial of task A. The task switch condi-
tion (B–A) results in slower and less accurate perfor-
mance than does the task repetition or no switch condi-
tion (A–A). The difference between these two conditions
is referred to as switch cost. Explanations of switch cost
are varied; it has been attributed to executive control pro-
cesses that must be engaged to select and prepare the new
task (Rogers & Monsell, 1995), as well as to automatic
influenceson performing the new task due to residual ac-
tivation in memory from recent performance of a differ-
ent task (Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994). More recent ac-
counts of switch cost have proposed combinations of
executive control and automatic effects (Logan & Gor-
don, 2001; Meiran, Chorev, & Sapir, 2000; Sohn & An-
derson, 2001). All of these explanationsfocus on processes
that occur when the cognitive system must be reconfig-
ured between tasks. Other models of task switching ex-
plain switch cost in terms of broader memory phenom-
ena (Altmann & Gray, 2002; Logan & Bundesen, 2003).
Thus, there is considerable theoretical variety in this ac-
tive and fluid research area.

Methodologicalvariations and choices of tasks are also
numerous. Many tasks have been used, including catego-
rization of numbers (Logan & Bundesen, 2003; Sudevan
& Taylor, 1987), letters (Rogers & Monsell, 1995), or
symbols (Arbuthnott & Woodward, 2002); identification
of colors or words using Stroop stimuli (Allport et al.,
1994); location judgments (Meiran, 1996, 2000a); seman-
tic and episodic memory tasks (Mayr & Kliegl, 2000);
and arithmetic problems (Jersild, 1927;Rubinstein,Meyer,
& Evans, 2001). Typically both the stimuli and responses
for these tasks are multivalent, in such a way that the
same sets of stimuli and responses afford several tasks in
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Recent researchon task switching has paid little attention to how tasks are representedand how the
relations between task representationsmight affect the executive processes engaged to achieve a task
switch. Two experiments investigatedthe effect of task similarityon task switching. Similarity was de-
fined in terms of shared component operations—attentional control settings in Experiment 1 and re-
sponse modality in Experiment 2—with tasks sharing more component operations said to be more sim-
ilar to each other than tasks sharing fewer component operations. Across both experiments, task
similarity facilitated task switching, seen in reduced switch costs for switching between similar tasks
as opposed to dissimilar tasks. These results indicate that task similarity defined in terms of compo-
nent operations can be used to define a multidimensional task space in which the executive processes
of task selection and implementation are active.
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which the stimulus–response (S–R) mappings are over-
lapping. Multivalent as opposed to univalent stimulus
and response sets can result in interference or crosstalk
among tasks, which may make switch costs more likely
to occur (Meiran, 2000b; Rogers & Monsell, 1995). Be-
cause the tasks are interleaved and the multivalent nature
of the stimuli does not uniquely specify the task to be
performed, the appropriate task on any given trial must
be specified in some manner. Researchers have developed
a number of methods for indicating the current task, in-
cluding presenting tasks in a pre-set or alternating order
(i.e., AABBAABB; Rogers & Monsell, 1995); linking a
feature of the target display to the identityof the task, such
as location or color of the stimulus (Sohn & Anderson,
2001); or providing instructional cues on each trial
(Meiran, 1996)or prior to a run of trials (Altmann & Gray,
2002; Gopher, 1996).

As might be suggested by this variety, the focus of task
switching experiments is on the processes engaged when
tasks are changed, rather than on the performance of the
individual tasks. The standard calculationof switch cost,
the subtraction of task repetitions from task switches,
represents an attempt to isolate processes associated with
changing between tasks while subtracting out the time
associated with performing the tasks themselves. This
view of task switching suggests the potential importance
that relations among tasks might have on the processes
engaged when one must shift from one task to another.
Nevertheless, research on task switching has largely ig-
nored the question of how various tasks are related to
each other, as well as the effect of these relations on task
transitions.

There have been two exceptions to this disregard for
task relations. The first consists of work on the asymmet-
rical switch costs that arise when tasks are differentially
dominant (Allport et al., 1994; Meuter & Allport, 1999;
Monsell, Yeung, & Azuma, 2000). Dominance is a rela-
tive concept: one task is more practiced and more auto-
matic than the other. As Monsell et al. have demonstrated,
this concept can be diff icult to specify for particular
pairs of tasks. The second exception consists of work ex-
amining the number of components that change between
one task and another. Studies examining whether task
switches involve changes in one or two components of
the tasks have provided conflicting results as to whether
or not this variable affects task switching, with early evi-
dence suggestingno effect (Allport et al., 1994), but more
recent studies showing some conditions under which in-
creased switch costs arise when two task components
must be switched (Hübner, Futterer, & Steinhauser, 2001).

Kleinsorge and colleagues have taken an additional
step, examiningboth the number and also the nature of task
components that differ between two tasks (Kleinsorge &
Heuer, 1999; Kleinsorge, Heuer, & Schmidtke, 2001; see
also Meiran & Marciano, 2002). This work, which has
asked whether it matters that tasks differ in a component
whose services are needed earlier or later in the tasks’
performance timeline, begins to consider the content of

the tasks—what particularprocesses they engage and what
stimulus and response representations they operate on.

In the present research, we develop this approach fur-
ther. We are motivated by the idea that to understand the
processes involved in switching between two tasks, it
would be useful to systematically characterize, compare,
and manipulate the task components on which these pro-
cesses act. That is, task components must themselves be
mentally represented, and the processes that choose be-
tween tasks and implement one task rather than another
must operate on these mental representationsof task com-
ponents.Thus, we are beginning to ask how tasks are rep-
resented in the mind, and more specifically, what aspects
of their representations are important to task switching.

Task Space and Task Similarity
The representation of a group of tasks may be con-

ceptualized as a task space (Kleinsorge, 2000). Two fac-
tors can be used to define task space: the task sets that
represent specific tasks, and the relations among these
task sets.1 A task set can generallybe thoughtof as a group
of component cognitiveprocesses or operations involved
in performance of a task, with each of these components
requiring a particular type of input representation, oper-
ating on the representation in some particular way, and
producing a particular type of output representation that
is communicated to other components in the sequence of
processes that constitutes the task’s real-time performance.
A task set includes three major classes of components:
perception or encoding of the stimulus, manipulations of
or judgments about the stimulus, and response selection,
programming, and execution. The representations and
processes of the components involved in performing the
task being switched from determine what needs to be
abandoned during a task switch; the representations and
processes involved in performing the task being
switched to determine what needs to be activated during
a task switch. The second factor defining task space—
the relations between task sets—can be described in
terms of the placement of the task set in a multidimen-
sional space in which these classes of components of task
sets form the dimensions, and particular components
within each class form the values along the dimensions.
The specific cognitiveoperations involved in performing
a particular task determine the task set’s placement in
task space.

The relations among task sets in task space can be
characterized in terms of the similarity between pairs of
tasks. When task sets are described in terms of the cogni-
tive operations that are necessary for achieving the task’s
goals, then task similarity can be defined as the extent to
which task sets share the specific component operations
within each class. For any given class of component op-
erations, task sets are more similar when they share the
operation, and less similar when they do not (cf. Tversky,
1977). For example, all else being equal, if the perceptual
encoding componentsand their operating characteristics
are the same in two tasks, the two tasks are more similar
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than if the perceptual encoding components and their op-
erating characteristics are different. If the response com-
ponents and their operating characteristics are the same,
the two tasks are more similar than if the response com-
ponents and their operating characteristics are different.
Note that although we define task similarity in terms of
shared task components, the construct of similarity in
cognitive psychology is controversial and has been de-
fined in various ways (for a review see, e.g., Medin, Gold-
stone, & Gentner, 1993). Thus, other measures of simi-
larity might be applied to tasks and task sets. However,
with the relative scarcity of research on the representa-
tions of tasks, it is not clear that one approach to defin-
ing similarity would be suggested over another at this
point. As will be seen, our choice of shared task compo-
nents proves to have heuristic value in beginning to ad-
dress the question of how relations among task repre-
sentations affect task switching.

Similarity between tasks is theoretically significant be-
cause, on the basis of existing research, one could predict
either that similarity will facilitate task switching or that it
will impair task switching.On the one hand, if task sets are
viewed as points in a multidimensional similarity space,
task switching may be thought of as a process of moving
from one point to another, in line with reconfiguration
models of task switching (Rogers & Monsell, 1995). On
this view, similar task sets would be closer together, and
switching between them would be easier because the dis-
tance to be traversed is smaller. Thus, it may be easier to
switch between similar tasks than between dissimilar tasks,
because similar tasks have more component processes in
common, so that fewer of them have to be changed.

On the other hand, a long history within the dual-task
literature suggests that similarity between tasks might
cause interference, not facilitation (McLeod, 1977; but
see Heuer, 1996, for a discussion of circumstances that
might give rise to facilitation). In reviewing this literature,
Pashler (1998) observes that “there is little doubt that task
similarity can exacerbate interference” (p. 294). The in-
crease in interference resulting from increasing similar-
ity would predict slower switches between tasks that are
similar. This idea is made explicit in Pashler’s review of
similarity in dual-task environments: “Similarity may be
a key determinant of performance whenever people switch
back and forth between tasks” (p. 295).

However, there is a major difference between the kinds
of dual-task situations reviewed by Pashler (1998) and
the kinds of situations commonly examined in studies of
task switching. This difference consists in the time delay
between the onsets of the stimuli for successive tasks.
Pashler was concerned primarily with the “psychological
refractory period” (PRP) paradigm, in which stimuli re-
quiring separate responses occur close together in time,
often so close that the second stimulus occurs before the
response to the first stimulus has been executed. Thus,
performance of the two tasks overlaps in time, and the con-
cern is with discriminating component operations that
can be carried out in parallel from component operations

that must be conducted one at a time. Tasks do not over-
lap in task switching paradigms, and the concern is with
what must be done to change to a different task, given that
one has already completed performance of the immedi-
ately preceding task. Thus, it is an empirical question at
this point whether similarity will facilitate or interfere
with sequential task performance once overlap between
the two tasks has been removed, and the answer will have
important theoretical consequences for understanding
the mental representations of tasks and the control pro-
cesses that operate on them.

We conducted two experiments to determine whether
task similarity facilitates or impairs task switching. In
the first experiment, we manipulated similarity of percep-
tual encoding operations, in particular of attentional con-
trol settings that govern which stimulus characteristics
the visual attentional system will be most sensitive to
(Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992). In the second ex-
periment, we manipulated similarity in terms of motor
outputmodality, an aspect of the component operationsof
response selection, programming, and execution. Both
experiments involved four two-choice discrimination
tasks. In each case, the four tasks formed two pairs of tasks
in which the tasks were more similar within a pair, but
less similar across pairs. Tasks were presented in an ex-
plicit task cuing paradigm in which the tasks occurred in
a random order and participants were cued on each trial
as to which task to perform. Thus, within the same block
of trials, participants performed task repetitions, task
switches from similar tasks, and task switches from dis-
similar tasks. Effects of task similarity were assessed by
comparing switch costs associated with switches from
similar and dissimilar tasks.

EXPERIMENT 1

The four tasks involved judgments of the height,
width, hue, or brightness of a rectangular target. Judg-
ments of height and width both involve processing as-
pects of the spatial extent of the target; judgments of hue
and brightness both involveprocessing surface properties
of the target. Thus, performance of each pair of tasks de-
mands attention to different aspects of the target stimulus.
On the basis of Garner’s (1974) theory of selective atten-
tion, the pairs of tasks—height and width, and hue and
brightness—would be integral within a pair of tasks and
separable between the pairs. The definition of task simi-
larity within this context then becomes tasks that share a
common component—attentional selection, in which the
same attentional operation that selects relevant stimulus
information for one of the tasks also selects the relevant
stimulus information for the other task. This task compo-
nent may be thought of as an attentional control setting
(Folk et al., 1992; Logan & Gordon, 2001). For example,
height and width dimensions may both be considered to
involve an attentional control setting for form, whereas
hue and brightness may both be considered to involve an
attentional control setting for color. Switching between
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height and width or between hue and brightness does not
require a change in attentional control setting, but switch-
ing between height and hue, or width and brightness, does
require a change in attentional control setting. The ques-
tion at stake in Experiment 1 was whether sharing versus
needing to change the attentional control setting matters
when one is switching from one task to another.

Method
Participants . Experiment 1 included 20 participants from under-

graduate psychology courses who participated in partial fulfillment of
course requirements. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity and color vision.

Apparatus and Stimuli. All stimuli were displayed and responses
collected on a Dell Dimension computer running E-Prime software
(Psychology Software Tools, 2000). The cues were the words HEIGHT,
WIDTH, COLOR, and BRIGHT in black on a white background. The tar-
gets were 16 colored rectangles that varied along the four task dimen-
sions. The rectangles were four different shapes formed by crossing
two heights (32 or 48 pixels) and two widths (64 or 96 pixels). Each
rectangle appeared in four different hue/brightness combinations:
light green (in the Microsoft Office drawing palette, RGB 85 255 85),
light blue (90 90 254), dark green (0 120 0), and dark blue (0 0 170).

Procedure. The trials began with a cue positioned just above the
center of the display, which indicated what task to perform on that
trial. Following a 500-msec delay, the target appeared on the screen
below the cue. Both cue and target remained on the screen until a
response was made, at which point the screen was cleared and re-
mained blank for 100 msec. The responses were made on the home
keys of a standard keyboard (asdfjkl;). Responses for each task were
mapped to corresponding fingers on the left and right hands (e.g.,
for the height task, responses were made with left and right index fin-
gers; for the width task, responses were made with the left and right
middle fingers; etc.), resulting in unique responses for each task.
Task-to-finger mappings were counterbalanced across participants.

Participants practiced single task blocks of 16 trials for each task,
followed by 2 mixed task blocks of 128 trials. Data collection then oc-
curred over 12 blocks of 128 trials. The participants were given accu-
racy and average response time (RT) feedback following each block
and were instructed to work as quickly and accurately as possible.

Results and Discussion
Trials were sorted into 16 conditionsbased on the task

performed on trial n and trial n21. The participants’
mean RTs were calculated following the removal of error
trials, the two trials following an error, and trials in which
the RT was less than 200 msec or greater than two standard
deviations above the mean RT calculated for each condi-
tion for each participant. This procedure resulted in re-
moval of 12.4% of the trials, leaving on average 84 trials
per condition. Table 1 shows the mean RT and accuracy
data for all 16 conditions,with performance on a given task
presented in columns as a function of the task performed
on the previous trial, presented in rows.

To assess the effect of task similarity on switching be-
tween tasks, switch costs were calculated by subtracting
RT on task repetition trials from RT on task switch trials.
Figure 1 shows mean switch costs separated by similarity
and the identity of the task performed on trial n. Across
all four tasks, switch costs were smaller for switches from
similar tasks (M = 263 msec) than for switches from dis-

similar tasks (M = 324 msec), indicating a facilitation of
task switching between similar tasks. Switch costs were
entered into a 2 (similarity: similar or dissimilar) 3 4
(task: height, width, color, or bright) repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA). The analysis revealed
that the 61-msec main effect of similarity was significant
[F(1,19) = 15.6, MSe = 9,619.3, p < .01]. There was no
effect of task [F(3,57) = 2.0, MSe = 20,622.8,p = .12], and
no interaction of the similarity effect with task [F(3,57) =
1.2, MSe = 2,972.5, p = .32]. Accuracy was highest on
task repetitions (M = 97.9%) followed by switches from
similar tasks (M = 96.6%) and switches from dissimilar
tasks (M = 96.4%). A 2 (similarity) 3 4 (task) ANOVA
on the accuracy data showed no significant effects. Thus,
there was no evidence for a speed–accuracy tradeoff.

These results indicate a facilitation of task switching
when tasks are similar. The pattern of faster responding
following a switch from a similar task as opposed to a dis-
similar task held true for all four tasks. The fact that the
similarity effect did not interact with task indicates that
the facilitation cannot be attributed to specific tasks that
are more or less difficult to switch to or away from than
other tasks (Allport et al., 1994; Monsell et al., 2000).
Rather, the similarity effect results from the particular
relations between pairs of tasks, which in this case have
been defined in terms of shared attentional control set-
tings. These results support the conclusion that the rela-
tive positionof two task sets in task space defined in terms
of the component operations shared by those tasks does
indeed influence the processes engaged when switching
between tasks. However, in Experiment 1, we tested only
one kind of component operation (by manipulating atten-
tional control settings, an aspect of perceptual encoding).
To determine whether the benefit of task similarity gen-
eralizes to additionalcomponentoperations,we conducted
a second experiment in which we manipulated the nature
of the component at the other end of the task’s real-time
performance—namely, control over response output
modality.

Table 1
Experiment 1: Means and Standard Errors for Response Times
(in Milliseconds) and Accuracies for Trial Conditions Based on

Task on Trial n and Trial n21

Trial n

Height Width Color Bright

Trial n21 M SE M SE M SE M SE

Response Times
Height 615 22 796 50 818 50 980 65
Width 882 45 569 19 857 51 946 56
Color 933 52 883 61 547 20 913 48
Bright 962 56 882 64 794 40 601 16

Accuracies
Height 98.1 0.5 96.2 0.7 96.2 0.7 96.5 0.7
Width 96.7 0.7 98.3 0.5 96.5 0.6 96.2 0.7
Color 96.4 0.9 96.4 0.8 98.1 0.4 96.6 0.6
Bright 96.5 0.7 96.4 0.7 96.9 0.4 97.1 0.6
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EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 introduced four new tasks that formed
two pairs of similar tasks, with similarity defined in
terms of response modality rather than attentional con-
trol setting. In each task, participants judged whether a
rectangle was tall or short and indicated that judgment
with a response that varied with task cue. Two tasks in-
volved manual responses: one in which the participant
used the first finger of the right and left hands to indicate
target height; one in which the participant used the sec-
ond finger of each hand. The other two tasks involved
vocal responses: one in which the participants responded
by saying a number, either “one” or “two,” where “one”
might indicate a tall rectangle and “two” might indicate
a short rectangle; one in which the participant responded
by saying a letter, either “A” or “B.” The vocal tasks were
developed so that the responses matched the manual re-
sponses in terms of being arbitrarily mapped to the stim-
ulus values (i.e., using words such as “tall” or “short”
would have provided a prepotent response, thus separat-
ing these responses from the manual responses in more
ways than just modality).

Given the findings from Experiment 1 and the model
of task space in which task similarity facilitates task
switching, switches should be more rapid between tasks
that share a response modality than between tasks that
involve different response modalities. However, research
examining response modality effects in other dual-task
environments such as the PRP paradigm has shown
greater interference in performance of the second task
when two tasks are performed in the same response modal-
ity (manual–manual) as opposed to different response
modalities (manual–vocal), although the PRP occurs in
both instances (Pashler, 1990, 1998). This research sug-
gests that similarity in the present set of tasks should im-
pair task switching in such a way that switches should be

slower between tasks that share a response modality than
between tasks that involve different response modalities.
As discussed earlier, it is an empirical question whether
conclusionsdrawn from the PRP paradigm, in which tasks
overlap in time, will hold for task switching, where one
task is completed before the stimulus for the next task is
presented.

Method
Except where noted, the method was the same as in Experiment 1.

Twenty participants were drawn from the same population as in
Experiment 1, with the additional restriction that they be native
English speakers.

The instructional cues were FIRST, SECOND, NUMBER, and LETTER,
indicating the type of response to be made, as described. The two
target stimuli were the wide, light blue rectangles from Experi-
ment 1, varying only in terms of height. Responses were recorded
with hardware from Psychology Software Tools (2000). Manual re-
sponses were made on four buttons on a button box. Vocal RTs were
recorded with a voice key, and the identities of vocal responses were
recorded by the experimenter, who remained in the experimental
room. Additional audio recordings of the sessions were made to
cross check accuracy of the vocal responses. During the instruction
and practice period, the participants were also given instructions
about appropriate use of the voice key. The participants then com-
pleted 10 blocks of 128 trials for data collection.

Results and Discussion
The general approach and procedures for data analysis

were the same as in Experiment 1. In addition to the pre-
vious trimming procedures, trials on which there was a
voice key error were removed. This procedure resulted in
removal of 12.0% of the data, leaving on average 70 trials
per condition.Table 2 shows the mean RTs and accuracies
for the 16 conditions generated on the basis of task on
trial n and trial n21.

The results of the switch cost data are consistent with
those found in Experiment 1. Figure 2 shows the switch
costs for switches from similar and dissimilar tasks sep-
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Figure 1. Experiment 1: Mean switch costs for switching from similar and dissimilar tasks for each task
type. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals calculated on the basis of the error term for the inter-
action of similarity 3 task as described in Loftus and Masson (1994).
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arated by task performed on trial n. Switch costs were
smaller when the task transition involved a switch from
a similar task (M = 173 msec) rather than a switch from a
dissimilar task (M = 231 msec). The magnitudes of the
switch costs are somewhat smaller than those for the com-
parable conditions in Experiment 1, possibly because the
attended stimulus dimensions and the decision were the
same for each of these four tasks, representing a greater
number of shared component operations in this particular
set of four tasks. However, the magnitude of the similar-
ity effect (58 msec) was similar to that observed in Exper-
iment 1. This main effect of task similarity was significant
[F(1,19) = 15.4, MSe = 8,640.1, p < .01]. There was no ef-
fect of task [F(3,57) = 0.5, MSe = 16,062.1,p = .69], and
the similarity effect did not interact with task [F(3,57) =
0.8, MSe = 4,036.6,p = .51]. Accuracy was highest for task
repetitions (M = 98.5%) followed by switches from sim-
ilar tasks (M = 97.5%) and switches from dissimilar tasks
(M = 97.3%). A 2 (similarity) 3 4 (task) ANOVA on the
accuracy data showed no significant effects. This pattern
of data suggests no speed–accuracy tradeoff.

The key finding in this experiment was the striking
correspondenceof the results to those from Experiment 1.
The redefinition of task similarity in terms of response
modality did not alter the pattern of the similarity effect.
Once again, across all four tasks, switches from similar
tasks occurred more rapidly than switches from dissimilar
tasks. Taken togetherwith the results from Experiment 1,
these findings point to an effect of task similarity on the
processes involved in switching from one task to another,
where task similarity is defined in terms of shared com-
ponent mental operations required for task performance.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Across two experiments in which task similarity was
defined as shared attentional control settings (Experi-
ment 1) or shared response modality (Experiment 2),
task similarity facilitated task switching. This facilita-
tion occurred for all of the tasks tested in both experi-

ments, ruling out the possibility that the results arose
from idiosyncratic task-specific effects. Thus, these find-
ings support the hypothesis that task switching is influ-
enced by similarity within a task space defined by compo-
nent cognitiveoperations. Similar tasks—those that share
component operations—will be closer in task space than
dissimilar tasks, thus facilitating a switch between them.
We note that in both experiments, the magnitude of the
similarity effect was substantiallysmaller than the overall
switch costs. This finding fits well in the shared component
operations account of the similarity effect that we are
proposing. In terms of the degree of overlap of task com-
ponents, task repetitions have substantially more overlap
than do either switches from similar tasks or switches
from dissimilar tasks.

Our view of task space complements that of Kleinsorge
(2000; Kleinsorge& Heuer, 1999;Kleinsorge et al., 2001),
although our emphasis on the possible organization of
task space differs. Kleinsorge’s experiments defined a
task environment in which four potential tasks were
formed through an orthogonal manipulation of the type
of judgment to be made on a stimulus, either spatial or
numerical, and the response mapping, either compatible
or incompatible. They referred to this set up as a dimen-
sionally organized task space and focused on the hierar-
chical nature of the relations among tasks: Task judg-
ment is superordinate to task mapping, which is in turn
superordinate to specific responses made with either the
left or the right hand. In their model of task space, a crit-
ical feature is the hierarchical organization, based on the
temporal ordering of task dimensions—judgment, judg-
ment-to-response mapping, and response dimensionsare
ordered on the basis of when in the process of perform-
ing a task they occur, with earlier occurring dimensions
influencing the processes that act on later occurring di-
mensions. Our conceptualization of task space based on
component operations is not inconsistent with this view,
but it also allows for factors other than temporal order
to play a critical role in organizing task space. Indeed, it
would be interesting to examine the similarity effect within
the context of a Kleinsorge-like temporal hierarchy,
using tasks that combined both attentional and response
modality manipulations of similarity. It is becoming
quite clear that the relations among task sets are impor-
tant to our understanding of how switching is achieved,
and the more comprehensively we can characterize task
space, the more precisely we will be able to characterize
movements within it.

Drawing on theories of task switching, one can hypoth-
esize two potentialmechanisms for the task similarity ef-
fect. On the basis of theories of task switching that em-
phasize the executive control processes involved in active
reconfigurationof task set in preparation for the upcoming
task (Meiran, 2000a;Rogers & Monsell, 1995;Rubinstein
et al., 2001), the task similarity effect may arise from a
reduction in the amount of preparation thatmust be carried
out for switching between similar tasks as compared with
dissimilar tasks. This decrease in preparation may be

Table 2
Experiment 2: Means and Standard Errors for Response Times
(in Milliseconds) and Accuracies for Trial Conditions Based on

Task on Trial n and Trial n21

Trial n

First Second Number Letter

Trial n21 M SE M SE M SE M SE

Response Times
First 551 20 764 42 847 38 829 44
Second 728 45 580 29 873 48 838 45
Number 764 68 828 55 622 17 777 37
Letter 759 68 847 53 793 41 617 16

Accuracies
First 98.5 0.4 97.6 0.4 96.5 0.7 97.4 0.5
Second 97.2 0.4 97.6 0.5 96.0 0.7 97.6 0.5
Number 97.2 0.5 97.9 0.4 98.9 0.3 97.8 0.4
Letter 98.1 0.4 97.8 0.5 97.4 0.4 98.9 0.3
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thought of in terms of a decrease in the distance between
two task sets in the task space view that we have proposed,
or as a decrease in the number of parameters that must be
reset to prepare for the upcoming task (Logan & Gordon,
2001).

Alternatively, the task similarity effect may arise from
passive or automatic influences that act when tasks are
performed closely in time. Several models of task switch-
ing evoke such automatic mechanisms, but differ in their
details. Some propose interference arising from residual
activation from the previous task (Allport et al., 1994) or
from stimulus-triggered retrieval of previous S–R map-
pings (Allport & Wylie, 1999, 2000). Others propose
repetition priming, in which aspects of a task are per-
formed more rapidly on task repetitions because they are
primed from the previous trial (Sohn & Anderson, 2001;
Sohn & Carlson, 2000). Similar tasks with more shared
task componentsmay prove to be more or less susceptible
to such automatic influences based on the overlapping
task sets. For example, in the case of a switch from a sim-
ilar task, residual activation associated with the task set
for the trial n21 task would include some activation of
the trial n task set in which task components are shared.
The result of the residual activation would thus be to
boost the starting level of activation for the current task
set, and the result would be priming for the portion of
the task set that overlapped with the task set activated on
the previous trial.

Ongoing studies in our laboratory, in which we have
manipulated the preparation interval between cue and
target and the delay interval between successive trials,
indicate that both executive control and automatic pro-
cesses influence the task similarity effect (Arrington,
2002). In addition, we have replicated the task similarity
effect from Experiment 1, using an alternating-runs pro-
cedure (Rogers & Monsell, 1995) in which task sequences
take the form AABBCCDD, such that participants must
generate and remember what task is to be performed

next. The finding of task similarity effects in this context
is important, because recent research has questioned
whether explicit task-cuing procedures like those used
here involve endogenous acts of task switching (Logan
& Bundesen, 2003).

The present experiments raise a question concerning
boundaries for the task similarity effect: As tasks become
increasinglydissimilar, will the cost of switching continue
to increase? The answer is clearly no. Beginningwith the
work of Jersild (1927) and continuing recently with vari-
ous other task switching methodologies (Meiran, 2000b;
Rogers & Monsell, 1995; Spector & Biederman, 1976),
studies have demonstrated that if stimuli are univalent
(i.e., unique for each task to be performed), switch costs
can be greatly reduced or even eliminated. In terms of
similarity, however, tasks with unique stimulus sets would
appear to be less similar than tasks with overlappingstim-
ulus sets, suggesting a boundary for the task similarity ef-
fect. Thus, when the stimulus itself supplies the cue for
what task to perform, the constraints on task switchingmay
be altered in a fundamental way.

Also, increasing similarity may not always result in
decreasing switch costs. Consider the results from Ex-
periment 2: Switching between manual responses made
with different fingers is faster than switching between a
vocal and a manual response. One might extrapolate to a
situation involving even more similar motor responses,
in which the same set of finger responses is used for mul-
tiple tasks (bivalent responses rather than the univalent
responses used in the present experiments) and predict
even more rapid responding during switching between
these tasks because of the increased similarity of the re-
sponses. However, studieshave demonstrated that bivalent
responses lead to greater switch costs than univalent re-
sponses (Meiran, 2000b), thus showing the opposite effect
of that predicted on the basis of task similarity. Both of
these examples involvechanges in the degree to which the
S–R mappings overlap and, in particular, whether S–R
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Figure 2. Experiment 2: Mean switch costs for switching from similar and dissimilar tasks for each task
type. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals calculated as in Experiment 1.
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mappings are many-to-one, many-to-many, or one-to-
many. Such variation in the structure of the S–R mapping
may prove to be a critical factor in establishingboundaries
of the task similarity effect. Although the task similarity
effect that we have demonstrated in this study shows a
systematic influence on task switching, clearly other task
variables determine the exact nature of the processes en-
gaged in task switching. Understanding how the task
similarity effect interacts with these other variables re-
mains to be discovered in future research.

As we argued earlier, results from the PRP literature
(e.g., Pashler, 1990, 1998) suggest that task similarity
might interfere with, rather than facilitate, the process of
switching between tasks. The contrast with the present
results reveals how one might compare task switching
and PRP paradigms in the contextof our task space frame-
work. Broadly speaking, the task switching paradigm
and the PRP paradigm both purport to study executive
functioning in dual-task environmentsand indeed involve
very similar methodologies (Pashler, 2000). Both para-
digms involve performance of (at least) two discrete tasks
in close temporal proximity. However, in the task switch-
ing paradigm, trials involving the performance of a single
task occur in a sequential fashion, with no temporal
overlap in the component operations (stimulus encoding,
cognitive judgment, and response selection) involved in
the performance of separate tasks. In contrast, in the
PRP paradigm, two tasks are presented within a single
trial. The time interval between presentationof the stimuli
for each task—the stimulus onset asynchrony, or SOA—
is manipulated as a variable of interest. For the short
SOAs typical for PRP studies, the stimuli associated with
both tasks are presented prior to either response, thus al-
lowing the component processes associated with each
task to overlap temporally as well.

This temporal overlap in the task performance may be
critical for understanding why similarity has seemingly
opposite effects in PRP and task switching paradigms.
When tasks are being performed simultaneously, crosstalk
between these tasks, measured in terms of a compatibility
effect of the stimuli or responses for each task, can result
in interferencebetween tasks. Logan and Schulkind(2000)
demonstrated that crosstalk occurs when the same task
(e.g., a magnitude judgment) is performed on both stimuli,
but that crosstalk is alleviated when tasks are different
(e.g., a magnitude judgment on one stimulus and a parity
judgment on the other), suggesting that task similarity
may indeed be a mediating factor in the occurrence of in-
terference due to crosstalk between tasks. Thus, although
sequential switching from one task to another is facili-
tated when two tasks share components (as our results
show), simultaneousperformance of tasks that share com-
ponents may be inhibiteddue to interference between the
two tasks.

This interpretation maps to standard conceptions of
executive control that distinguish between subordinate
task-specific processes and the superordinate executive
processes that coordinate them (see, e.g., Logan & Gor-

don, 2001). When a given task-specific process is required
by two tasks concurrently, the executive must nonethe-
less sequence them, causing interference; however, when
that process is required by two tasks sequentially, the ex-
ecutive runs faster when that process is already activated
from the previous trial. Further examination of the ef-
fects of task similarity in concurrent and sequential pro-
cessing modes, and understanding how the effects map
to everyday multitasking, will be important issues to ad-
dress in future research.
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NOTE

1. Within the task switching literature, the term task set is alterna-
tively used to describe a state of preparedness for a task and a group of
component operations necessary for performing a task. The second de-
finition is used throughout this article. Thus, task set refers to the men-
tal representations and processes associated with a task.
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